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Municipalities stand with Resolute
Quebec’s forest ministry and QFIC
threaten to withdraw forests from FSC
certiﬁcation
B Y ROBIN BRUNET

A

lthough it is staying mum about an
impending court date with Greenpeace,
Montreal-based Resolute Forest Products
Inc. is living up to its name and garnering applause
from onlookers for refusing to cave in to the
environmental watchdog – and exposing what one
critic refers to as “thuggery” disguised as resource
stewardship.
Resolute’s determination to fight back has also
led to governments questioning the merits of longstanding green doctrine, to wit: Quebec’s forest
ministry and the Quebec Forest Industry Council
(QFIC) recently threatened to remove forests from
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certification, due
to onerous restrictions against logging.
Peter Foster, author of Why We Bite the Invisible
Hand: The Psychology of Anti-Capitalism, credits
Resolute for holding Greenpeace accountable for
“its job-destroying misinformation campaigns in
the name of `protecting’ Canadian forests, which are
among the best regulated in the world.”
He states, “Greenpeace has been writhing for two
years to avoid its day in court, but its appeals have
been turned down time and again.
“Not only has the possible penalty got its attention,
but the ENGO [a group of environmental nongovernmental organizations, including Greenpeace,
ForestEthics, and the David Suzuki Foundation] is
likely concerned that the discovery process – when

defendants are cross-examined by the plaintiff’s
lawyers — will expose the web of global coercive
activity that is ENGOs’ modus operandi.”
Resolute launched a $7-million lawsuit in 2013
after Greenpeace accused it of violating the Boreal
Forest agreement, signed by major forest companies
and environmental groups in 2010 to maintain
standards of where and how to log within 73 million
hectares of public forests licensed to Forestry
Products Association of Canada members throughout
the country.
Greenpeace in 2012 accused Resolute of building
roads and logging in prohibited areas, and eventually
four of the company’s FSC certifications were
suspended; Resolute responded by accusing the
green group of publishing “false and misleading”
information that damaged its business and reputation.
Greenpeace later retracted some of its allegations on
the grounds they were erroneous, but when Resolute,
which recently had one of its certifications reinstated,
went ahead with its lawsuit, the organization in
August of 2014 filed a statement of defense claiming
Resolute’s legal action was “brought to silence
criticism of the company’s conduct concerning
matters of high public interest.”
Resolute subsequently rejected an offer from
Greenpeace lawyers for a third party mediation to
resolve the dispute, and while it is unclear if or when
the case will be heard in court, it has inspired other
factions to push back against environmental groups

and policies.
Last August during a meeting with the leaders of
First Nation and Northwestern Quebec communities
in Timmins, mayors of Northeastern Ontario
communities vowed to counter Greenpeace’s
lobbying efforts regarding logging in the boreal
forest.
The mayors reportedly felt that Greenpeace is
pursuing an ideological battle and ignoring scientific
evidence that verifies the sustainability of Canadian
forestry practices.
Greenpeace Canada spokesperson Richard
Brooks said he hoped his organization would still
be able to work with communities, but Kapuskasing
mayor Alan Spacek wasn’t buying the conciliatory
tone: “Greenpeace is used to corporate Canada
capitulating when they’re confronted with anything
that Greenpeace has to promote. Resolute has
not done that, and that has made them a target of
environmentalist groups.”
More recently, the Quebec forest industry threatened
to drop FSC standards if it means protecting its wood
supply from the managed portion of the boreal forest.
FSC Canada on November 24 called the threat
premature because the impact of Intact Forest
Landscapes has not yet been assessed; it also argued
that FSC is “the only credible and globally renowned
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EACOM Timber Corporation is committed to investing in strong assets, including
healthy forests, advanced technology and talented people.
At EACOM we sustainably manage and transform forest resources into
high quality wood products, creating exceptional value for our customers,
shareholders, suppliers, employees and communities. We do so by engaging
and collaborating with our employees and partners to drive safety and continuous
improvement so that we can be better at what we do every single day.
Do you excel in problem-solving? Have a passion for wood and the environment?
Love working with industrial machines or with customers to deliver products
tailored to their needs? We have a number of available positions at our sites in
Ontario and Quebec. Learn more today.

www.eacom.ca

Cap-and-Trade poses critical choices
BY DAVID STRUHS

I

n the next couple of weeks, Ontario’s government
will propose rules to “cap-and-trade” greenhouse
gas emissions in the province. Depending on
how these rules are written, we will either:
See our economy become more efficient and
sustainable for the long-term by leveraging one of
Ontario’s greatest renewable resources - our forests.
Or
Quickly become uncompetitive in global markets
and lose thousands of green jobs in Northern Ontario.
Having consulted closely with the individuals in
Queen’s Park who are drafting the rules, we are
hopeful the right path will be taken. However,
because the consequences of getting this wrong are
so high we felt it important to share three key issues
that are now on the table:
First, Ontario must take credit for the province’s
early progress in reducing carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gas emissions. If we don’t, we end
up penalizing ourselves for our leadership - and
rewarding other countries for being environmental
laggards.
For example, companies such as Domtar are

FSC

Continued from page 1

standard in the industry,” and that “certification does
not benefit from requirements that make the forest
industry disappear; it exists in order to produce forest
products in a responsible manner.”
Writing in the January 5, 2016 edition of The
Financial Post, Peter Foster argues that while FSC
certification programs are “sold as a kind of good
planet-keeping seal of approval, they are more like
a protection racket: sign on, or your customers will
receive a visit.”
He adds that the FSC has recently threatened
to introduce “ever-more draconian control of
development via sanitization of intact forest
landscapes to prevent them from degradation, that
is, job-creating development.”
This view is supported by a recent report from

already meeting the Government’s emission
reduction goals for 2030, thanks to major efficiency
investments made in the past 15 years. Not claiming
credit for this would put Ontario at a self-inflicted
competitive disadvantage with other economies
around the world that are only now just beginning to
focus on the climate change challenge. Of course, if
the province takes credit for these reductions, then
so too should the companies that delivered those
reductions.
Second, Ontario must guard against the perverse
effect of increasing net global greenhouse gas
emissions that occurs when regulations go too far too
fast and drive production of commodities like pulp
and paper overseas. Consider our industry in North
America, where our greenhouse gas emissions per
ton of paper produced are half that of the average
Asian paper mill.
It would be a double tragedy if the government’s
rules do not recognize this trade exposure - risking
the 200,000 forestry sector jobs in Ontario, and
potentially increasing global greenhouse gas
emissions at the same time.
Finally, Ontario needs to avoid scenarios in which
the province’s most renewable companies end up

having to pay the heaviest users of fossil fuels in
order to stay in business. Unless the government is
careful in how it writes the rules, Ontario’s pulp and
paper sector, which is already meeting approximately
80 percent of its energy needs with renewable
biomass fuels, could end up having to do just that.
We appreciate the government’s expressed interest
in keeping Ontario’s pulp and paper industry
competitive- not just for jobs today, but because
we have the infrastructure and the know-how for
creating the next generation of sustainable bioenergy
refineries.
But now, as the rule writers are finishing their
work, we urge all Ontarians to take notice and make
sure the choices the government makes to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions are the right choices.
Because when it comes to reducing greenhouse
gases, the “how” matters as much as the “how
much.”

Frontier Centre for Public Policy, `The Failures of
Forest Certification’; in it, author Elizabeth Nickson
uses data and extensive research to demonstrate that
certification is destructive to the resource, the greater
economy, the communities where working forests are
located, and forestry’s once-critical contribution to
the public purse.
Nickson also demonstrates that its effect on forestry
has been “a drawdown of the value of the resource
and its wealth-creating effect of between 40 per
cent and 60 percent; for smaller private forestry
operations, it is as much as 400 percent.”
Still, some observers question the ultimate success
of the environmental pushback in general and

Resolute’s actions specifically. In the December 31
edition of The Globe and Mail, Konrad Yakabuski
notes that Greenpeace and FSC’s actions prompted
Best Buy to stop printing flyers on Resolute paper
and European newspaper publisher Axel Springer to
pull its business.
A sympathetic Yakabuski goes on to write that
failure to regain Resolute’s FSC certifications “could
mean countless millions in lost sales if Greenpeace
and other environmental groups pressure more
customers to drop Resolute as a supplier.
“This all threatens to reignite a war in the woods
that FSC certification was designed to end.” ◊

David Struhs
Vice President Corporate Services and Sustainability
Domtar
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EDITORIAL
The copy of The Working Forest Newspaper that you are currently
holding is the ﬁrst issue of the 20th volume of the publication. As we
embark on the 20th year of covering the Canadian forest industry
it would be easy to say a lot has changed since those early years.
That is indeed true; a great deal has changed both in the industry
and the publication itself. Originally published in Espanola, Ontario
as a division of the now gone Mid-North Monitor, The Working
Forest has changed locations and ownership since its’s inception.
The industry, of course has also changed, having endured the rise
of fall of fortunes over the tumultuous 2000s, and come to terms
with new markets, new technologies and ‘new normals.’
The old adage “the more things change, the more they stay the
same” comes to mind. Both the Canadian forest industry and The
Working Forest Newspaper at their core have the same goals as
ever. Indeed, while ﬂipping through old issues one is struck by the
similarity of some topics and the regularity of some advertisers.
Many businesses have been lost in the past twenty years thanks
to volatile economics but many have endured. Advertisers in The
Working Forest from 1997 and ‘98 can still be found in these very
pages.
The Working Forest too has endured through these volatile
times and we hope to continue for a long time to come. We strive
to continue in the tradition of those who founded the newspaper
to offer you the reader the best in Canadian forestry news and to
continue to be a voice for one of the country’s oldest industries.

Winter road builders in Ontario
get creative in the face of adversity

Comments from the web
into a comfortable living at the expense of
the resources from some other place, out of
their sight and out of their hearing? Woodlots
I wonder how many people that are are one of the best vehicles to deliver top
protesting harvesting on this woodlot live resource management at the least COST
in wood houses, sleep in wood bed, eat at TO THE TAXPAER. All these protesters
wood tables, sit on wood chairs, and use should be send to Quadra Island to see how
wood fireplaces? Do they ever stop and woodlots and community interests can work
wonder where this comes from? Or is this just together and get along very well. Managing
another case of “Not in my back yard” attitude the resource for all aspects and values is
from people who have worked themselves some thing that most woodlots do very well.
RE: B.C. FOREST MINISTER WON’T
CANCEL REQUIREMENT TO HARVEST AT
LANTZVILLE WOODLOT

It is time that people get over the “Not in my
back yard attitude”(NIMBY). The world is
too small to pander to every NIMBY group
that jumps up on a soap box screaming foul.
This is not to say that careful harvesting isn’t
required, and close supervision is mandatory
folks, but be reasonable and you will be
surprised at the out come.
George Delisle

editor@workingforest.com

877-869-0588

Working Forest newspaper

@Workingforest
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A Tigercat 635D skidder on a steep
terrain in BC. An important component of
FPInnovation’s Steep Slope Initiative is to
identify and adapt new technologies that are
emerging elsewhere to Canadian conditions.
See page 7 for more details.
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Ian Dunn

T

he question is not of saving the trees,
for every tree must inevitably die, but of
saving the forest by conservative ways
of cutting the trees.” – Gifford Pinchot, A Primer
of Forestry (1905)
When someone is unfamiliar and curious about
forestry I typically start by talking about how
forests change over time. People see the same
tree in their front yard for 30 or 40 years and
assume that all trees should live forever. People
who have spent time in the woods know that
this is not what happens in the natural world –
change in the boreal forest can change in rapid
and dramatic ways through natural processes
such as fire, insect outbreak, disease, and
windstorms.
In 2011, one of the worst fire seasons on
record, there were 1,330 forest fires affecting
630,000 hectares in Ontario. In 1922 more than
800,000 hectares (8,000 km2) of forest burned.
While some may see these fires as complete
destruction, it is the start of a disturbance and
renewal process that has been occurring on our
landscape for thousands of years – long before
European contact in North America. Plants and
animals have adapted, through the process of
natural selection, to these disturbance cycles.
Some species prefer young hardwood forest and
some prefer mature conifer-dominated forest.
In fact, ongoing fire suppression efforts have created
in some areas of the province forest conditions that
are artificially older than what is considered natural.
However, forest managers, through the science of
silviculture, can emulate these natural disturbances.
Silvicultural foresters modify the structure of the forest
in order to create, alter, and protect habitat for all wildlife
species. In the boreal, this means the use of clear-cuts to
emulate stand-replacing natural disturbances.
Change in our Great Lakes – St. Lawrence Forests
happens in less visible ways. Fires in this region are not
the large stand-replacing ones we see in the boreal, but

OFIA’s members manage Ontario’s
forests for future generations

smaller ones that creep through the understory that might health monitoring can be used as evidence of this point.
kill the odd tree. Forest managers in these areas use A benefit to all this planning is a sustainable yield of
selection and shelterwood harvesting methods in order timber. You know that good feeling you have after
to maintain an appropriate structure (age, height, and buying a field tomato from a local farmer at a market?
spacing) in the forest and improve the
That’s the way we should all feel when
genetic stock. The McRae family has
using forest products that come from
been operating in this area since 1922
Ontario.
and have often returned to log the
If anyone has an interest in forest
same areas generations apart – if that
management I always encourage them
isn’t the definition of sustainability, I
to have a look at approved Forest
don’t know what is.
Management Plans on the MNRF’s
While there is a difference in terms
Electronic Forest Management
of visual appearance, each one of
Plan website. These plans are truly
these silvicultural systems (clear- cut,
impressive pieces of work and deserve
shelterwood, and selection), when
to be more widely read and referenced.
applied on the correct site conditions,
Are you concerned with spruce grouse
is appropriate and improves the health
habitat on the Nagagami Forest? Or
of our forests and wildlife habitat.
what about the forecasted area of pure
Ian Dunn
There is no mindless destruction of
jack pine stands on the Abitibi River
Crown forests in Ontario – forest
Forest? Are you curious how heronries
operations compliance monitoring, independent forest are protected with forest management? All of this
audits, silviculture effectiveness monitoring and forest information is available to you on the EFMP website.
Ontario has done a good
job at planning for the
long-term health of forests
and wildlife habitat – not
for the 30 to 40 years you
see your street tree, but up
to 160 years into the future.
It is time we all look at
the facts and realize what
is actually happening on
We develop insurance solutions
Fort Frances
Emo
our landscape and finally
specific to the forest industry of
Thunder Bay
Rainy River
stand-up for Ontario’s first
Northern Ontario
Atikokan
Red Lake
Fort Frances
Emo
and only truly renewable
Thunder Bay
Rainy River
Dryden
Sioux Lookout
Atikokan
Red Lake
sector – forestry.
Kenora
Geraldton
Dryden
Sioux Lookout
Ian Dunn, M.F.C., R.P.F.
Longlac
Forest Policy Advisor
www.g illon s.on .c a
Ontario Forest Industries
Toll free 1-800-465-7797
Association

Northern work needs
Northern insurance.
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We
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Putting Ontario’s renewable
resource to work – responsibly.
Join us today.
Ontario Forest Industries Association www.ofia.com
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The 4th Montréal Wood Convention is fast approaching
session on the Wednesday and Thursday afternoons.
Something for Everybody
The convention will officially open on Wednesday
morning, March 23, 2016 with an industry seminar
addressing the economy, markets and hardwood
marketing, moderated by Ian de la Roche, past
president of FPInnovations. Brendan Lowney,
Principal of Forest Economic Advisors will be on
hand to talk about wood market prospects and the
impacts on the global economy and housing sector.
Calling his speech “Social Media Rocks… even for
Wood Products!” the highly eloquent and energetic
Christian Dussart, full professor in the marketing
department of HEC Montréal, will give everyone
something to think about with a dose of good cheer.
The convention will also welcome Carl Grenier,
international trade policy professor at Université
Laval and École nationale administration publique.
From 1999 to 2006, he was Executive Vice-President
and General Manager of the Free Trade Lumber
Council, the Canadian organization that worked

hard to promote and get, for Canadian softwood
lumber, unrestricted access to markets around the
world. On the hot topic of softwood lumber trade
he 4th edition of the Montréal Wood
between Canada and the United States, Mr. Grenier
Convention will be held this year in the
will attempt to answer “Is the past any indication of
spring. The event is slated for March 22-24,
the future?”.
2016, once again at the Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth
The Science of Happiness
in Montréal. Close to 800 participants and over 100
At the Wednesday, March 23 luncheon, the 2016
exhibitors are expected.
keynote speaker will be Earle G. Hall, a prolific
New in 2016
speaker and writer and high tech entrepreneur. His
New this year: A seminar on hardwood markets will
wide range of experience includes reorganization
kick off afternoon activities on Tuesday, March 22.
projects, organizational growth, entrepreneurship
First up is a presentation on the American market by
coaching and teaching.
Mike Barrett, editor of the Hardwood Review, which
Based on his research in the area of organizational
publishes key periodicals about this industry. Then,
psychology, he is proposing a talk on “The Science
Michael Snow, Executive Director of the renowned
of Happiness.” He will address the following topics
American Hardwood Export Council (AHEC) will
– understanding the brain, the three basic happiness
provide an overview of the international market.
tools, happiness sells, advanced concepts of happiness
In addition, the signs will take on a modern spin
and how to apply them and make them profitable.
with information shown on a screen with a moderator.
Profitable Investments
Participants will also be invited to listen to convention
With “Profitable Investments” as the theme, the
speakers and distinguished guests during an interview
technical seminar on the morning of Thursday, March
24, will bring leading suppliers of wood industry
Corner of Hwy 17 @ Hwy 69 Bypass
Bucket Service equipment and services together to share their
Sudbury
Pylons & Illuminated Signs success stories. This year, participants will have the
LED Displays opportunity to hear Frédéric Beaulieu from Vallée,
LED Retrofitting Dany Brousseau from Liebherr, Damien Meyer from
Full-Colour Imaging
Vehicle Wraps Linck, Éric Faucher from Carbotech, Wes Love from
(705) 560-8661 (866) 242-4026
Billboards / Architectural Taurus-Craco and Daniel Michaud, consultant. The
SPECIALIZING IN SERVICE & REPAIR
PARTS & SERVICE MONDAY TO FRIDAY 7am to Midnight
732 JOHN ST. NORTH BAY, ON P1B 2N3 seminar will be moderated by Charles Tardif, ViceWWW.CAMBRIANTRUCKS.COM
President of Maibec.
Lastly, Sven Gustavsson, Manager – Softwood and
Value-Added Softwood Lumber at the Québec Wood
Export Bureau (QWEB), one of the associations
responsible for organizing the event along with the
Ontario Forest Industries Association (OFIA), would
like to thank all convention sponsors, exhibitors,
partners and organizing committee members who
contributed to making this event an essential getThere’s a simple way you can ensure healthy forests for generations
together for the industry. It is still possible to register
on-line at www.montrealwoodconvention.com
to come while supporting the people and communities in North
BY PHYLL IS LEC LERC
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FPInnovations’ Steep Slope Harvesting Initiative
Improving workers’ safety, increasing
operating margins, and access
to economically and sustainably
available ﬁbre
BY JENNIFER ELLSO N
SENIOR COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST, FPINNOVATIONS

T

imber harvesting on steep terrain presents
challenges around safety, costs, investment
in equipment, regulatory compliance,
environmental impacts, availability of skilled labour
and planning.
In Western Canada, steep slopes are a major
fibre pool. In fact, FPInnovations’ members are
increasingly turning to steep slopes as a source of
timber, representing a quarter of the annual allowable
cut in British Columbia alone.
Hence, there is a strong need for increased research
and development focused on new technologies
and innovations for harvesting, trucking and road
construction in steep slope environments.
In response to demand from its members,
FPInnovations is taking a lead role in finding solutions
to the steep-slope challenges, by launching a new
program called the Steep Slope Initiative. This fiveyear research and development plan is identifying
and developing best practices and new harvesting
technologies to provide the forest industry with safe,
economic and sustainable solutions to access fibre
located on steep slopes. The initiative is engaging
forest industry members, equipment manufacturers
and distributors, regulators and other stakeholders.
Two committees, an industry-led steering committee
and a manufacturer working group, were recently
formed to help guide the Initiative and facilitate
knowledge transfer.
An important component of the Steep Slope
Initiative is to identify and adapt new technologies
that are emerging elsewhere to Canadian conditions.
For example, winch-assisted systems, where groundbased machines are tethered to anchors using cables
to aid in their stability, are now being used safely
and productively in several countries. Of special
interest to the initiative are several mechanized
harvesting technologies that have been developed
in New Zealand to help reduce unacceptably high
levels of worker injuries associated with hand
falling. FPInnovations and New Zealand’s Future
Forest Research (FFR), which leads the steep slope
harvesting research in that country, enjoy an excellent
relationship and have signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU), an information exchange
benefiting both countries.
A key priority of this initiative is to deliver safe and
effective steep slope operating solutions that will get
workers off hazardous hillsides and into the protected
cabs of equipment. With the financial support of
WorkSafeBC, work is being done by FPInnovations
and its research partners to identify best practices
and knowledge gaps or areas requiring improved
operating methods to ensure maximum safety and
efficiency.
During the five-year Steep Slope Initiative, targeted
communication efforts will be undertaken to ensure
all stakeholders are kept informed and engaged. The
initiative will provide resources such as workshops,
best practices manuals and demonstrations, in support
of the safe implementation of new technologies.

Collaboration is a big part of the initiative, and
FPInnovations is working with several stakeholders
both domestically and internationally, such as New
Zealand’s FFR and Scion, as well as many equipment
manufacturers including Ponsse, John Deere,
Caterpillar, Tigercat and T-MarIndustries.
The first activities conducted under the initiative
included the development of a five-year road map,
formation of industry and manufacturing working
groups, completing tilt-table tests of static machine
stability of feller-bunchers, a tour of steep slope
operations in Europe, two workshops and the first
exploratory field studies of novel technologies
operating on steep terrain. The information
dissemination seems to be paying off as there are

now eight winch-assist machines operating in BC,
with 11 more planned to start in the coming months.
A number of harvesting, road construction and
trucking projects will form part of the Steep Slope
Initiative in 20162017, including assessments of
new winch-assisted equipment, an international
technology watch, improved road construction
techniques, better truck configurations and enhanced
communication on steep slope research. Monitoring
the environmental impacts of harvesting on steep
terrain is also planned. FPInnovations will play a key
role in developing best practices, and collaborating
on the science to support the development of new
standards for mechanized harvesting on steep ground.

Growth
needs
innovation.

From harnessing
genomics For
more resilient
Forests to
technologies
that improve
harvest
operations,
Fpinnovations
is providing
the Forestry
sector with
the tools For a
more prosperous
and sustainable
Future. Join us
and experience
how our
innovation can
support your
growth.

OUR NAME IS INNOVATION
follow us

fpinnovations.ca
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Opinion: Canadian Forests - Hijacking the commons
BYJOHN CHITTI CK

A

s Peter Foster has covered very well,
the Canadian Boreal Forest Agreement
(CBFA) is the latest in a long series of land use
plans affecting public forests across the nation and one
which exemplifies the paradox in the roles of provincial
governments by their level of participation. The size
and scope of the Canadian forest industry is (before
manufacturing) a function of the net current productive
land base (working forest) dedicated to sustainably
rotating forests and the management practices allowed
and or chosen. Unlike the rest of the developed world,
the vast majority of Canada’s forests are in public
ownership. Provincial governments, as their regulators
and representatives of the owners (the public) are the de
facto landlords in our unique residual form of feudalism.
Politicians love to engage in blowhard semantics but are
generally uncomfortable in their perceived role in this
as “partners in crime”, a perspective shared by much
of the media establishment. This presumably explains
their absence from the table of the CBFA. That left the
Industry group and ENGOs, neither of whom should be
at such a negotiating table if one were being accountable
to the actual owners of the resource. The ENGOs were
there to drastically shrink the industry via the working
forest as part of its larger global non-democratic green
governance agenda while the industry was there to
minimize their own (short term) shrinkage while
“striking a deal” (appeasement with public resources?)
with the devil to reduce market shakedown. Allowing
interested parties to horse trade public assets is not
how one would normally do business particularly when
the outcome potentially involves vast tracts of land
PM 41048506
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U.S. Department of
Commerce
alleges Port Hawesbury
Paper
receives unfair subsidy

Hawkesbury, Nova Scotia
received an unfair subsidy
of it down.
Cdn$ 125 million from
the Nova Scotia government
in
order to restart its 2012
A preliminary ruling in
operations. The Coalition
August upheld the Coalition’s
also allegations of
alleged the Port Hawkesbury
subsidy and assessed a
plant received a favored
duty of 20.33 %
rate on its electricity and
on Port Hawkesbury exports,
#6
a reduced rate on its stumpage
producer,
2.04% on Resolute and
Vol..C.19
Catalyst Paper, has responded fees.
a
duty of 11.02% on Catalyst
2015 •
Although the initial
swiftly to a U.S. Department
complaint was spurred
and Irving under the heading
Fall #1
by “all others.” The
of
“all others” figure was
decision to uphold double-digit Commerce the Coalition’s dispute with its main competitor,
determined by
Port taking a weighted
duties on its Hawkesbury Paper, Canada’s
supercalendered paper
average of the duties applied
three other SC producers
exports to the American
to Port
Hawkesbury and Resolute,
market. - Resolute, Irving and Catalyst
“Catalyst will request an
a process, while contentious,
– were also drawn into
expedited review immediately the fracas.
is embedded in Section
after Commerce files
705 of the Tariff Act.
its final report, likely
Catalyst
December
started paying duty in
“Underselling by all
11,” says Len Posyniak,
Canadian producers has
August as did the others.
Senior Vice-President,
long
Human been a problem, because
In late October, the
Resources and Corporate
Department of Commerce
all Canadian producers
Services.
receive subsidies,” Gilbert
made its final determination
Supercalendered paper
Kaplan, legal counsel
which not only upheld
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economically sterilized in the future, but, public land
is political land and moral cowardice can buy votes.
The Boreal consists of large areas of biodiverse land
and wetlands inherently unsuitable for forestry and
both sides knew it. Therefore, beyond the seemingly
large percentage of land “protected”, the real issue is in
the forest practices on the working forest. Enter forest
certification.
It should be pointed out that one reason why Canada
enjoys so much ENGO campaign attention in forestry is
that as opposed to jurisdictions like Europe and the US
where 16 million and 10 million private forest owners
respectively have a pretty good idea of the economic
rent (value) of their lands, idling of forested lands can be
attained through the political (or lack thereof) process,
leveraging cash as opposed to paying market pricing.
BC’s experience has shown many successful ENGO
campaign results of land “preservation” for pennies
on the dollar thanks to public (political?) ownership.
Foster has well documented the shady practices and
relationships of FSC. In the world of sustainable forest
management certification, prescribed practices are all
based on opinions of the various certification schemes
incremental to the legacy of jurisdictional legislation
and regulation. These opinions range from essentially
those of the ENGOs who created FSC (who acts as
their proxy), to a somewhat failed multi-sectoral
consensus process necessitating continuous local
public involvement processes (CSA), to SFI, originally
industry-created for improvement of small players but
now with an institutional life of its own. In the case of
FSC, most of the principles involved in the standard
are unrelated to forest practices per se but more aligned
with “social justice” issues
perhaps reflecting their
third world targeting
origins. Another quirk of
FSC is that they employ
regional standards which
makes their certification
standards somewhat
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mercurial. I have seen exotic plantation pine products
from Brazil with FSC logos sold in North America
where such practices wouldn’t pass legal compliance
let alone regional (FSC) certification standards.
Certification bodies depend on demand from a forest
industry whose large institutional customers (some
influenced by various intermediary bodies such as
Green Building groups) allied with or who all want
to avoid harassment from ENGOs. FSC must feel
somewhat entitled to locking-up the world’s forest
practices because it was basically their founding
organizations that created and continue to create most
of that demand. Lost in the certification industry is
the fact that the non-institutional end user of forest
products usually doesn’t know or much care about
the competing subtleties of practices enshrined in
the various certification schemes nor the potentially
acceptable adequacy of practices mandated in most
regulatory regimes or incorporated in private practices
absent any third party certification. Certification is
no guarantee of any kind of objectivity in forest
management but simply verifying the incorporation of
an incremental range of opinions. In Canada there are,
thanks to sustainable forest management certification
and provincial regulation, significantly fewer forest
management opinions incorporated into practice than
that of the millions of opinions of other nations by virtue
of ownership alone.
John Chittick, RPF (ret)
Originally from Alberta where he studied Forestry,
the author worked in the forest industry on Northern
Vancouver Island, primarily in logging engineering,
forest management planning and too many land-use
planning processes. He later went consulting where he
was involved with auditing and certification. He also
contracted in Washington state for eight years. He is
currently a non-institutional end-user of forest products
in Qualicum Beach, BC.

Mild winter plays havoc on Ontario winter roads
Warm weather and lack of snow has
had “considerable impact”
BY SHAUN L ESLI E TURRI FF

T

his winter has seen unusually mild weather
for much of the country, thanks to a strong El
Niño event, and a strong jet stream keeping
arctic air in its place. Both
December and January
have been several degrees
above seasonal averages
across most of the country.
While some people
welcome a mild winter, it
can cause problems for the
forestry industry.
Harvesting certain
areas of Ontario’s forests
is easier using winter
roads, constructed during David Legg
freezing temperatures, and
in many cases, that has
been impossible this winter. This has had a considerable
impact on the industry.
Peter Nitschke, General Manager of Bancroft Minden
Forest Company in Bancroft, ON, notes that operations
are delayed in that forest. Asked about the warm weather
and its effects, Nitschke notes: “the lack of snow and
frost has delayed construction, reconstruction, and
maintenance of winter roads throughout the forest.
It’s having a similar effect on the use all-season roads,

which can be built to fairly low standards. All this is Nitschke agrees: “the warm early winter conditions
reducing wood ﬂows and delaying operations by as make the roads much softer and not passable by most
vehicles. This means equipment like excavators and
much as 6 weeks.”
bulldozers need to be walked further,
Other areas of Ontario are seeing
wood needs to be skidded further, and
similar situations. Tom Richardson,
operations are significantly slowed
General Manager of Mazinaweven where we can work.” Richardson
Lanark Forest Inc., based in Cloyne,
says, winter road maintenance is more
ON, says that the warm weather has
difficult right now. When the warm
affected his stakeholder’s ability
weather hits, everything deteriorates
to build winter access roads
much more quickly.”
to certain areas. This has a
In Dryden, Legg reports that
serious impact, according to
stakeholders are resorting to summer
Richardson: “winter harvest
road building techniques, like
could be down 20 to 30
corduroy and digging culverts, usually
percent, depending on how
unnecessary for winter roads. “Summer
much winter is left.”
Tom Richardson
roads are more time consuming, digging
David Legg, General
drainage, building the roadbed, building
Manager of Dryden Forest
Management Co. Ltd, in Dryden, ON, says that up soil structure. They cost more to build and have a
forest is seeing a drop in productivity as well. “I bigger impact on the environment, unless you go in and
would say we are in the range of 20 to 25 percent remove them later.”
While the winter has started off warm, these forest
down in terms of harvest.” And in the case of
Dryden Forest Management, revenue will be managers worry about the end of the winter too.
down as well. “Unlike some forest management Environment Canada is calling for above average
companies, who get ﬂat fees, our fees are linked temperatures through to spring, which would continue
to the harvest, so revenue will be down this winter.” to hurt winter road building, and harvesting operations.
According to Legg, some areas won’t be harvested this According to Nitschke, “the season has already been
winter at all. “We’ve deferred some winter access until late starting, and an early ﬁnish wouldn’t be helpful.
next winter,” says Legg.
Overall, the short winter might mean operation
The challenge, says Richardson, is in the last little bit of extending for an extra winter in places where they
road, to reach harvesting areas. “Harvesting is affected, wouldn’t normally. This will keep things interesting.”
of course, but forwarding and skidding is affected as Legg calls it a Catch-22: “It’s nice for everyone to have
well. We have to shut down hauling on warm days.” the warm weather, but it’s not so good for the industry.”
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Log truckers ponder transportation changes
Technology offers efﬁciency gains in
the bush as well as the highway
BY JOHN THOMSO N

E

lectronic logging devices or ELD’s, are
about to become mandatory in the United
States. The switch from paper to digital
record keeping will affect thousands of truckers on
both sides of the border and will impact the way
logging truck companies do business.
ELD’s were introduced to the commercial
trucking sector more than a decade ago, initially as
a safety measure, to measure hours of service and
make sure drivers weren’t putting in more hours
than they were supposed to. A more accurate system
than pen and paper, it was argued. Connected to the
engine’s computer block by a bluetooth plug-in,
today’s ELD’s do more than just cut down on
paperwork; they record everything under the hood,
idle time, cycle time, top speed, braking, cornering
and engine performance and feed that information to
a smartphone or tablet and ultimately to head ofﬁce.
Two months ago, the United States Department of
Transportation has announced ELD’s will become
mandatory effective December 2017. Truckers
entering the United States from Canada and Mexico
will also have to comply. At the moment, in Canada,
installing an ELD is voluntary but many Canadian
ﬁrms have jumped on the bandwagon for safety
and compliance reasons. Sure, ELD’s make sense
for trucks cruising the highways but logging trucks

on logging roads?
“There’s going to be some resistance right off
the bat,” says Jan Michaelsen, Program Leader,
Transport & Energy with the Forest Products
Association of Canada. Michaelsen’s FP colleagues
have been studying the issue for years, working
alongside the Canadian Council of Motor Carrier
Administrators, in an effort to determine how ELD’s
would affect and ultimately beneﬁt the logging
sector.

“First of all, most log trucks don’t have log
books because they stay within a certain radius,”
says Michaelsen. “They don’t necessarily need to
keep a log book; they need to keep a register. They
have to show that their hours are there. MIchaelsen
continues. “These guys are running a truck, it’s their
business. If it’s something in the truck and it doesn’t
really help them and it’s really for enforcement
purposes or regulations, they’re not going to like it
and they’re not going to trust it.”
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savings justify the costs. He outﬁtted his 15 trucks
with ELD’s a year and a half ago.
“Safety and liability, that’s deﬁnitely a big hitter,”
says Munden but ELD’s offer business opportunities
as well. “Everything we do is based on weight and
time,” he says and having ELD’s on board has
helped settle ongoing disputes.
“It’s always been a source of contention between
truck owners and mills as to what the correct
cycle time is,” he says. “Up to now it’s really been
hearsay. There was no hard data. ELD’s can allow
for creating geo-fences around your entire route
(blocks, haul roads, on-highway roads, mill sites)
and then summarize all of the cycle times for that
haul. From there, you can work with the mill to
identify discrepancies in cycle times and even drill
down further to identify differences on segments of
the haul. This creates the opportunity to ﬁgure out
where differences lie. The customer can take steps
internally to correct these and, in the end, keep their
hauling cost down without it being at the expense
of the trucking contractor.”
Munden paid between close to $800 per truck to
install the device and pays another $40 a month to
retrieve and store the data. Since installing ELD’s
he ﬁgures he’s cut his idle time from 23% to 16%.
ELD’s have been recognized and endorsed by the
Canadian Trucking Alliance, its afﬁliates, all the
provincial transportation ministries and even the
previous federal Conservative government. “I’m
taking it seriously and I’m going to get it done,”
said former Federal Transport Minister Lisa Rait
in a March 2015 statement. So far there’s no word
yet from the current government as to if and when
ELD’s will become mandatory but FP Innovations
researcher Jan Michaelsen thinks it’s inevitable.

Sure enough, in heavily forested British
Columbia, the logging sector has been slow to
embrace the idea.
“[Sales] would probably represent eight percent
of what we do today,” says Dan De Palma,
General Manager, Northern Operations at Arrow
Transportation Systems, a carrier of forest products,
liquids and bulk commodities based in Kamloops
BC. He is also the Director of Sales & Marketing at
Streamline Transportation Technologies, a division
of Arrow. Streamline manufactures and sells ELD’s
throughout western Canada and parts of the U.S.
In 2003, in an effort to increase efﬁciencies within
its own ﬂeet, Arrow built its own data recording
system with ELD’s and installed them in all of its
350 vehicles.
“The goal was to build it for ourselves and then if
we could build something that was suitable and we
felt was best in class, then we’d take it to market,”
says De Palma. It’s ﬁrst 80 units ﬂew off the shelf
to an Alberta company, “even before we tested the
market,” he continues.
Streamline continues to reﬁne its products, (the
software is customized for logging operations) like
adding on-board tablets so the driver, as well as
home base, can see what’s going on.
“We’ve pushed our system to the cloud,” says De
Palma. “We’ve got tablets. You don’t need an IT
department to run the technology anymore,” he
says, arguing “it’s not uncommon to see a return on
investment in the ﬁrst three to four months.”
“I think it’s a no-brainer,” says Greg Munden,
President and CEO of Munden Ventures, a family
run log hauling business, also based in Kamloops
BC. Munden says the logging industry will
eventually get adopt EDL’s because operational

Working Forest reader and forestry technician Travis Lockhart
found this emerald ash borer on his leg after working in a stand of
predominantly black ash.
“We were salvaging a woodlot near Paris, ON. As a result of the
heavy component of Ash, the area was hit hard by the emerald
ash borer. Between the dead canopy and the bark falling off every
tree it was difﬁcult not to be taken aback,” Lockhart said.
The blue paint was being used to mark trees.
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145,000 acre freehold timber property in Northern Ontario
RLH purchases land with no ﬁnancing contingencies

Interested parties can contact:
Byron Levkulich, CFA, CPA | Principal
Resource Land Holdings, LLC

Conventional
Buses
“MoveLarge
your workers
and supplies in and
out of the forest”
20 Passenger
Vans
•
Wheelchair
Accessible
Vans
chris.job@ﬁ
rstgroup.com
chris.job@firstgroup.com
• 905.252.0651
• 1.800.259.8446

720.723.2859

252 and
0651
• 1in800
“Move your905
workers
supplies
and259
out of8446
the forest”

chris.job@firstgroup.com • 905.252.0651 • 1.800.259.8446

e. byron.levkulich@rlholdings.com

www.rlholdings.com
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WON’T BACK DOWN.
OR LET YOU DOWN.
John Deere Skidders are backed by over a half-century of experience in the woods;
and designed with proven components to withstand the toughest environments.
The new L-Series Skidders are the most reliable and productive ever – redefining
your expectations of what a skidder can accomplish for your logging operation.
And Nortrax, your John Deere dealer, works hard to be your proven partner. We
understand your challenges and offer total business solutions to get the most
out of your day. When you require the best in selection, quality, technology,
and service, we won’t let you down. We Stand Ready.
See your Nortrax Representative for more information.

Family Woodlot Licence a Leader in Forest Stewardship
Powell River, B.C.’s Fuller Family
a recent recipient of the Minister’s
Award for Innovation and Excellence
BY SARA GRADY

W

oodlotters have always been held to a
higher standard in the province because
they’re caring for a Crown resource on
our behalf. The Fuller Family, who were recently
awarded the dual honour of the Minister’s Award
for Innovation and Excellence for both their region
and the entire province, exemplify the imperatives
of stewardship
embedded in the
woodlot licence
program.
Several years
ago Doug
Fuller was at a
hockey game
in his close-knit
hometown of
Powell River
when a fellow
fan took the
opportunity
to give him
an impromptu
‘ j o b performance
r e v i e w ’ .
Apparently
Doug had
mistakenly
logged overtop
of a hiking
trail, and this
gentleman was
none too pleased.
That small ‘mistake’ led to a change in the way
Doug and his forester planned their activities on
Woodlot Licences 0029 and 1671, and launched a
dialogue with the community that has earned the
Fullers a reputation as conscientious and caring
woodlotters. As one biking club member said to
Doug, “If that’s you making mistakes, keep up
the mistakes!”
Doug and his brother
Ron now maintain
an open channel of
communication with
all the community
members who bike,
hike, hunt and ride in
their woodlot. They take
pains to work around
the popular network of
trails. In addition, they
launched a website
that provides detailed
maps outlining planned
logging, road building
and rehabilitation efforts
so that recreational users
are aware of areas to

avoid. A broadcast email list with over two hundred
addresses is used to send notifications to outdoor
associations when harvest plans are set, informing
all the local stakeholders about the potential impact
on their activities.
The original footprint of WL1671 was annexed
in a First Nations land claim. In one of the first
settlements of its kind, the Sliammon First Nation
was successful in reclaiming the parcel originally
granted to the Fullers in the late nineties during a
Treaty negotiation with the provincial government.
The woodlot licence was relocated adjacent to
their father’s licence, WL0029, and the combined
licences now operate as Westlake Woodlands.

stewardship with a viable commercial forestry
operation. They log in small parcels, striving to
preserve visual quality, biodiversity, recreational
values, as well as fish habitat.
Their specialty is harvesting cedar and Douglas fir
poles, but they also supply the local Powell River
sawmills and Log Home Builders with high-quality
material. The remainder of their harvest is sold in
Vancouver through a broker, and after the harvest
and sale of the commercial goods they operate a
small firewood business, sell float logs, and utilize
the pulp that would ordinarily be waste.
Known for their diligence and cooperative attitude
when dealing with government agencies, the
Fullers have set a high standard for the woodlot
program. With dedication and communication
they’ve exceeded their mandate, and are truly
outstanding examples of Crown forest stewardship.

COMSATEC INC.
Energy Management

Electricity & Natural Gas

PEAKS IN ENERGY USAGE AT YOUR SITE
A ﬁnancial impact that we can help control

705-752-4342

61 High St. N. Callander, ON P0H 1H0

www.comsatec.com

A sustainable Boreal Forest is our business

General Contracting

Custom Sawmilling & Logging

Serving the Mining Industry for over 20 years

705-693-5380 | Fax: 705-693-5327
Falconbridge, Ontario

While the Woodlands aren’t part of the treaty
lands, they are part of the Sliammon First Nations
traditional territory. As such, the family has made
a concerted effort to grant access to the Sliammon
Nation before any logging occurs so that traditional
plants, cedar roots and bark can be collected prior
to harvest.
The Fullers have successfully balanced community

gervaisforest@bellnet.ca

Red Pine • White Pine • Spruce • Balsam • White Cedar
• Environmentally Controlled Forestry Thinning
• Buyers of Standing and Felled Timber
• Forestry Management Planning • Property Tax Rebates
• Now Purchasing Logs at Roadside

SERCO 300

H.J. SEARSON LTD

(613) 628-2217
UNIT: GOULARD LUMBER, STURGEON FALLS, ONTARIO
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RR1 Holland Centre, Ontario N0H 1R0
Rob Beirnes
Forestry Operations Manager

moggievalley@gmail.com

519-794-0018 Fx: 519-794-0019

PHILOSOPHY Everything you read in the newspaper is true…!
offer both sides in the headline which probably
irritated the environmental group who had
verything you read in the newspaper is released the bogus study in the hopes that
true... except for those things that you the local NorthWestern Ontario media would
happen to know something about! Not just swallow their statistics without question.
sure whether some wise sage told me that Kudos to Tb NewsWatch, I wager the Toronto
adage or I actually made it up: probably the Star wouldn’t have bothered with the actual
former. In any case I have been using it as my facts.
own pearl of wisdom for 30 odd years now so
Looking back over the past thirty years, the
I can claim some rights to it.
forest industry has been constantly faced with
Looking at a recent Working Forest eletter, having to explain themselves in the face of
a headline - ‘New Study Says Resolute Can negative press. Unfortunately, as one forester
Share the Forest, Company Says Numbers wag once pointed out - Forestry is nothing like
Misleading’ - reminded me of those words.
rocket science… it’s way more complicated!
In fairness to the article’s authors they did
Forestry people have struggled with for
decades - trying to engage the public in
understanding a science that appears so basic
but is very complex. Not counting the fact that
most people just want to get on with trying to
run their own lives; bringing home the bacon;
washing the dog; driving the kids to hockey
practice; etc.
Buyer of Logs, Pulp and Standing Timber
When someone tells them that their forests
FORESTRY CONTRACTOR
are now under threat they have just been
given something else to worry about… and
why doesn’t someone ﬁx it!
In this case, the ostensibly sensible study by
the Wildlands League, came to the conclusion
that we can all share the forest now. This
from the people who have been adamant for
50 years that there is no way that logging
can co-exist with tourists and canoeists in
Algonquin Park - despite the fact that loggers
and the public have been getting along just

BY PHIL HEARN

E

WANTED TO BUY

• White Pine Sawlogs
• Softwood Pulp
Phone (613) 735-0796 Cell (613) 639-4100
bgjones@nrtco.net

BAG Supplies Canada Ltd.
Vented Barrow Bags

Mosquito Vented Bags
Cubic Firewood Nets
Net Firewood Bags
Bag Loading Trays
Tote Bags
Vented Bulk Bags

BAG Supplies Canada Ltd.

info@bagsupplies.ca
info@bagsupplies.ca
Vented Barrow Bags

Tel: 1
271
5393
Tel:
1 519
519
271Bags
5393
Mosquito
Vented

www.bagsupplies.ca
www.bagsupplies.com

Fax:
1 519271
2715395
5395
Fax:
1 519

ﬁne for well over 100 years.
A comment on The Working Forest website
in response to the article sums up the issue
well - “It is great that Resolute is willing to ﬁght
the years of constant misinformation from
environmental groups. But the environmental
groups will win, because of their divide and
conquer strategy. We need other big forestry
companies, the OFIA, and Sustainable
License Holders to go public in support of
Resolute arguments. Otherwise I fear they
will be targeted next when Resolute has no
more ﬁght left.”
The writer has a very good point. The
whole resource sector is facing incredible
pressure from a plethora of environmental
organizations who; although appearing to be
completely independent of each other, have
a sophisticated communication strategy that
ensures that there is always pressure being
brought to bear from one faction or another.
There has been times in the past when the
forest sector has spoken with a united voice
against mis-information, unfortunately all too
infrequently. Very seldom have they gotten out
in front of issues with a uniﬁed voice.
Resolute Forest Products have shown that
it is possible to stand up to environmental
bully tactics, but they need support from
other CEOs, community leaders, industry
organizations, and individuals to expose
misinformation for what it is.
Newspapers and their electronic counterparts
still provide the best vehicle for getting out a
message. They provide for a paid message
and a newsworthy message both of which
require time, money and effort. When shall
we start?
Former Working Forest editor Phil Hearn, after 40 years
of trying to understand the Canadian forest industry,
ﬁnally packed up his snow shovel and headed south
for the winters and west for the summers. Where, with
former Working Forest publisher Judy Skidmore, they
can pontiﬁcate at their leisure about all things silvicultural.

Cubic Firewood Nets

EACOM is now purchasing Spruce, Pine and
Fir logs for its Nairn Centre Operations.
We offer competitive pricing for deliveries to
our Nairn Centre Sawmill or to acceptable
storage yards.
Nous sommes heureux de travailler avec
vous en français.

CONTACT MARCEL VEILLETTE
Tel: 705-869-4020 ext. 204
Cell: 705-690-6427
Fax: 705-869-2966
Email: marcel.veillette@eacom.ca

From harvesters to haulers,
we’ve got you covered!
With cutting edge

PARTS
SERVICE
and

WWW.EACOM.CA
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www.GEARCENTRE-OFFHWY.com

THE WORKI NG F O R EST O N LI N E
• The Working Forest Is pleased to announce the launch of our NEW!

online
newspaper

Classiﬁed section. Advertise any forestry equipment you need to sell.

• Need to advertise your business? The Working Forest has ad space

available for you! With competitive pricing and diﬀerent spaces available
on both the website and the online newsletter we can work towards
getting your business the attention it deserves.

POPULAR WEBSITE
BI WEEKLY LETTER SENT
RIGHT TO YOUR EMAIL

• For all of your digital needs with The Working Forest contact Shelby
Twilt at newsfeed@workingforest.com or call 1-877-869-00588

COMPETITIVE PRICING

W W W . W O R K I N G F O R E S T. C O M

BOOK NOW

Loretta Causey
Sales and Marketing
Call Loretta. She can help you focus
your message on this tough market.

Biomass Edition
Forest Management Practices
New Technologies

newspaper

ADVERTISING

NURSERIES

Your Future Forests are in the
Palms of Our Hands

•Specializing in Containerized Tree Seedlings
•Multi-Year Transplanted Seedlings Available
R.R. #1 Murillo, ON P0T 2G0 Tel. (807) 935-2626
Fax (807) 935-2190 hillsgrh@tbaytel.net

LUMBER PRODUCTS
Manufacturier de
bois de sciage
Lumber Manufacturer
Tel.: (705) 753-2220
Fax.: (705) 753-4588
Sturgeon Falls, ON

g o u l a r d l u m b e r @ g o u l a r d l u m b e r. ca

TRUCKS-NORTHEAST
LEWIS MOTOR SALES
(NORTH BAY) INC.
Sales Parts Service Leasing

1-800-461-1631
F 705 472 2741

19 HEWITT DR, BOX 1257
NORTH BAY, ON P1B 8K5

Call Loretta at 877-869-0588

Canada Wide Distribution

POWDER COATING

SIGNS

BOOK THIS SPACE
FOR A YEAR
ONLY $599 + GST
FORESTRY SUPPLIES

LUMBER PRODUCTS

TRUCKS - NORTHEAST

CAMBRIAN TRUCK CENTRE
Corner of Hwy 17 @ Hwy 69 Bypass

Sudbury

For all of your strapping needs
Steel, Plastic and Tool Repair
116 Shaver St.
Brantford, ON
N3T 5M1

White & Red Pine Specialty Products
• Core Boxes
• Mining Timbers
• Hardwoods

877-536-6584

www.jemline.com

519-754-5432
Fx: 519-759-3830

1-800-757-4797 Box 300 - Emo - Ontario - P0W 1E0

sales@jemline.com

TRUCKS - NORTHEAST

NICKEL CITY
INTERNATIONAL

(705) 560-8661

(866) 242-4026

Parts & Serivce MONDAY TO FRIDAY 7am to midnight
WWW.CAMBRIANTRUCKS.COM

www.manitouforest.com

COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
Providing Business services for
the office and in the field

Full Service Truck Dealership
Sales, Leasing, Rentals
1035 FALCONBRIDGE ROAD,
SUDBURY, ON P3A 4M9
T 705 560 6625 F 705 560 7556

Advertise for a year for under

• Knotty Pine
Paneling
• Cedar Products

$599

975 McKeown Ave.
North Bay, ON P1B9P2
705-495-1099
Contact us today for your free quote

LUMBER PRODUCTS

Lumber Resources Inc.
We’re buying
KD & Green Hardwood Lumber
Tamarack and Aspen Lumber
Philippe LeBlanc
Quebec City , PQ

(418) 624-0038

Cell: (418) 953-3761

pleblanc@rlumber.ca
www.rlumber.ca

Call Loretta 1-877-869-0588
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© 2015 Husqvarna AB. All rights reserved.

working
fast
staying
safe

Husqvarna’s XP ® chainsaws are constantly tested under harsh
conditions that require power, precision and durability. Our
engineers balance all that power and speed with low weight
and world class ergonomics. Together that generates excellent
maneuverability, so that you can work both faster and safer.
For more information visit husqvarna.ca

